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INTRODUCTION TO THE 5
MUSEUM
On March 22nd, 2014, a place of remembrance dedicated to the Second
World War and the Battle of the Bulge opened its doors near the famous
Mardasson Memorial of Bastogne.
The visitor is plunged into an immersive experience by way of three
"scenovisions", multi-sensory shows that tell the story of four fictitious
protagonists of this final major clash on the Western front. Characters and
objects were chosen for their ability to shed light on the “little” history of the
individual and through it, on the “big” History of nations.
After welcoming over 900,000 visitors since the opening in 2014, the
Bastogne War Museum has become a major cultural and tourist site in
Wallonia, Belgium, in Europe and in the United States, the main purveyor of
Allied combatants in the Battle of the Bulge. It offers a nice shop, a cafeteria,
a large terrace, as well as many activities and events (guided tours of the
battlefield, lectures, meetings, shows, exhibitions, dedications, etc.)
The Bastogne War Museum is also part of the Liberation Route Europe, an
international remembrance circuit that is constantly being developed.
(liberationroute.fr)
This brochure will allow groups to prepare their visit in and around the
Bastogne War Museum.
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OUR PROGRAMS
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ONE-DAY PROGRAM FOR SCHOOL
GROUPS
Our younger audience has not been forgotten at the Bastogne War Museum, as
shown by light-hearted interludes throughout the visit, the availability of an
educational workbook and a special activity: "A visit with Emile", available at the
time of the booking for classes that choose this option.

ONE-DAY PROGRAM FOR ADULT
GROUPS
We suggest a morning visit to the Bastogne War Museum (optional welcome
coffee and/or meal on site to be booked).
In the afternoon, different optional activities are available: Bastogne Barracks,
the 101st Airborne Museum and guided battlefield tours in and around Bastogne.
Visits must be reserved and paid for directly at each venue.
The contact details for the various sites are listed below.

PROGRAM FOR SCHOOLS
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ANIMATED VISIT

The educational team of the Bastogne War Museum is proud to present
its groundbreaking school and citizenship program entitled "Armies, Wars,
Democracy and Citizenship".
A mix of citizenship education, history and experimentation, this
multidisciplinary approach aims at opening up the future actors in the political
and cultural world to the understanding of the world in which they live. Much
more than a classic visit to a historical site about the Second World War, the
link with current events, interactivity and constant questioning are the main
objectives of the approach.
The primary objective is therefore to support educational institutions in their
endeavor to form conscious and autonomous citizens, capable of adopting a
critical spirit and sensitive to philosophical questioning.
To do this, the museum relies on a methodology and pedagogical tools such
as workshops, technological supports (“scenovisions”), educational
documents, games and debates.
The principles that guide our work: questioning, astonishment,
problematization, conceptualization, actualization, careful listening to the
point of view of the other, expressing oneself, argumentation and
interactivity.
The program should therefore be of interest to teachers of a variety of
subjects: history, civics, geography, French, philosophy...

The animation team
Understanding an event as complex as the Second World War requires the
use of a very wide range of skills. Interdisciplinarity is self-evident. Our team
is composed of animators, historians and pedagogical coordinators.
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PROGRAM FOR SCHOOLS

A visit with Emile
Public: 6-13 years
Accessible to students in specialized,
primary and secondary education
Duration: 2h or 4h (with a "treasure
hunt" in the afternoon)
Price: : 7€/student + 60€/animator
60€/animator (for the treasure hunt)
(max.20 students/animator)
(1 free accompanying person per 15
students)
Catering: picnic possible if each student
consumes a drink
Do not forget: clothing adapted to the
weather and a drinking bottle

Accompanied by an animator, the students will discover the realities of the
life of Emile, the brave child of the Bastogne War Museum, as well as the life
of civilians and soldiers caught up in a deadly conflict. This animation will
start with a brief introduction that will put the Second World War in its proper
context and then lead the students to discover real testimonials, sensory
workshops and multimedia rooms. The students will discover the daily life of
our forebears through the manipulation of objects, exchange of points of view
and comparison with our way of life.
Optional: The visit with Emile can be extended in the afternoon with a
collaborative play. This “treasure hunt” allows you to integrate, in a playful
way, the notions learned during the visit, to discover the Mardasson, etc.

PROGRAM FOR ADULTS
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Common program

SUGGESTION OF A HALF-DAY VISIT TO
BASTOGNE WAR MUSEUM
— 9.30am:
arrival at Bastogne War Museum
(free parking)
— 9.30am - 10am:
coffee/tea and a pastry for €5,50pp
(optional - to be booked)
— 10am - 12am:
visit of the Bastogne War Museum with
audioguide for €12pp (minimum 20 pers.)
— 12am – 12.30pm:
visit to the Mardasson Memorial and its
crypt decorated by Fernand Léger, famous
20 th century French painter.
— 12.30pm - 14.15pm:
meal at the Bastogne War Museum
(optional - to be booked)

Coffee break at €5,50
Coffee / tea + pastry
Breakfast at €7,00
Coffee / tea + orange juice + 1 croissant and 1 chocolate croissant
Please limit your choice to a maximum of 1 main course, except for food
requirements (allergies, vegetarism,...)
Menu at €16
(2 courses menu)
Starter + Main course or Main course + Dessert
Menu at €20
(3 courses menu)
Starter + Main course + Dessert
Menu at €28
(3 courses menu)
Starter + Main course + Dessert
DRINKS PACKAGE: €7,50
2 glasses of wine or 2 beers or 2 softs + 1 coffee or tea + tap
water

PROGRAM FOR ADULTS
Optional activities
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(to be booked with each venue)
— THEME

HISTORY & MEMORY

On the footsteps of Patton and McAuliffe in Bastogne

Guided tour of the battlefields:
Fox holes, fortin Boggess,…
(guide available upon
reservation)
Information about the tours
+32 (0)61/55 00 61
info@bastognememorial.be
More info page 13

With family, friends or in a group, complete your visit to the museum with an
outdoor tour of the battlefield and monuments of Bastogne. Our local guides
will accompany you on the footsteps of the soldiers who fought in the Ardennes
more than 75 years ago. Discover, among others, the Bois Jacques, the village
of Foy, the German military cemetery of Recogne, the Mardasson monument,
the McAuliffe and Patton squares, etc. Visit available in several languages
(FR-EN-NL-DE-ES). Only upon reservation (minimum 2 hours of visit).

German military cemetery of
Recogne

This cemetery was created just after the battle and contains the bodies of
nearly 6,807 German soldiers and officers. Beneath each of the small rustic
granite crosses lie six German soldiers whose names are carved into the stone
where their bodies could be identified. For the 1,300 unknown soldiers buried in
Recogne, many of these crosses bear the inscription "Ein Deutscher Soldat".

Le Bois de la Paix (Peace Wood)

Le Bois de la Paix (Peace Wood) was created as part of the commemoration of the 50 th anniversary of the Battle of the Bulge. Installed on a site of 3
Ha, it counts approximately 4.000 trees of species present on the plateau of
Bastogne. These trees have been planted in such a way as to make the UNICEF
acronym appear on the ground, seen from the sky, the mother and child, symbol
of universal tenderness. This wood is dedicated to Belgian civilians and allied
soldiers who fought for the freedom of our country.

Route de Bizory

Guided tour of the
Bastogne Barracks
(onl upon reservation)
Group of min. 15 pers.
+32 (0)61/24 21 24
bb.mra@skynet.be
www.bastogne-barracks.be

Visit of the 101st Airborne
Museum
+32 (0)61/50 12 00
www.101airbornemuseumbastogne.com

It was within the walls of the Bastogne Barracks built in 1934 that General
McAuliffe replied "Nuts" to the German demand for their surrender during
the Battle of the Ardennes, thereby symbolizing the resistance of American
soldiers against the ennemy. Here the visitor can discover a major collection on
the theme of the Battle of the Bulge as well as a unique and impressive range
of vehicules from the Second World War.

The 101st Airborne Museum tells the story of the Battle of Bastogne from
December '44 to January '45. Developed over four floors in a prestigious
historical building dating back to 1936, this former officer's mess today houses
a remarkable collection from the Second World War.
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BATTLEFIELD TOUR
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HALF-DAY GUIDED TOUR: €200*
Discover the most famous battle sites and monuments
Mardasson Memorial
Jacques wood and Foxholes of Easy Company
Village of Foy
German military cemetery of Recogne
Square McAuliffe and Sherman tank
*Price for groups (from 20 to 60 persons), transport not included.

FULL-DAY GUIDED TOUR: €400*
In the footsteps of the 101st Airborne division of McAuliffe and Patton's 3rd
army.
Mardasson Memorial
Peace Wood
Jacques wood and Foxholes of Easy Company
Village of Foy
(Lunch break)
Enclos des fusillés in Noville
German military cemetery of Recogne
Barrière Hinck and field hospital of the 101st Airborne
Bunker Boggess and Patton's 3rd army
Square McAuliffe and Sherman tank
*Price for groups (from 20 to 60 persons), transport not included.

Possibility of guiding on the Northern front of the Battle of the Bulge on
request.
INFORMATION AND RESERVATION:
Bastogne Memorial asbl
Colline du Mardasson 7
B-6600 Bastogne
T : +32 (0)61 55 00 61
E : info@bastognememorial.be

PATTON’S CANTEEN
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PATTON'S CANTEEN

Discover the General's culinary
experience
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At the end of the year, you can share a pleasant moment with family, friends
and colleagues in the "Patton's Canteen".
From 3 December 2020 to 3 January 2021, the Bastogne War Museum offers a
unique menu in an unusual space in the style of the famous general.
Immersed in a 40’s setting with jazz music in the background, come and
taste our 75th anniversary menu, created by the Belgian master chef Benoît
Bourivain.
3 courses menu: 29€

Information and reservation:
info@bastognewarmuseum.be
* Maximal capacity : 60 pers.
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PARTNERSHIP

Partnership between the Caen
Memorial and Tempora
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Partners for many years on various projects related to contemporary history,
the Caen Memorial and Tempora decided in 2016 to structure and strengthen
their partnership in the form of cross-shareholdings.
Together, the two institutions welcome more than one million visitors per year
in their permanent or temporary exhibitions.
Each of these two institutions has produced numerous temporary exhibitions and cultural events designed to shed light on contemporary historical
processes. Their action is based on a shared conviction: that ignorance
engenders fears, which make life in society difficult, and uncertain its projection into the future. It is a bet on knowledge.

Tempora
Tempora is an agency specializing in the design, development, promotion and
management of exhibitions and cultural facilities. Founded in 1998, it is one of
the leading actors on the European market.
The company relies on a multidisciplinary team of around 50 people, which
ensures the whole range of skills needed for the creation and management of
the projects entrusted to the agency: historians, project managers, architects,
graphic artists, designers, scenographers, documentalists, multimedia experts,
etc.
Tempora is in charge of the management and promotion of the Bastogne War
Museum.

The Caen Memorial
From the origins of the Second World War to the end of the Cold War, the
Caen Memorial museum's exhibitions tell the story of the 20th century. In
addition to the museum, two exceptional sites relate to our common history:
the 360° circular cinema in Arromanches, which presents the unmissable
archive film Normandy's 100 days; and the Civilians in Wartime Memorial in
Falaise.

Partnership between Tempora and TCP asbl
Tempora has signed a cooperation agreement with the not-for-profit
organization "Tourisme, Culture & Patrimoine".
The purpose of the partnership is to promote the dissemination of
cultural, artistic, historical, natural or any other heritage for the benefit of all
audiences, and in particular schoolchildren, both in Belgium and abroad, by
supporting and organizing tourist activities in the broadest sense of the term.
The partnership pays particular attention to developing synergies between
the Bastogne War Museum and the main sites of remembrance such as the In
Flanders Fields Museum in Ypres and the Caen Memorial, as well as
activating a network with the museums and sites of the Battle of the Bulge
and to promoting their influence and attendance.

THE CAEN MEMORIAL
In Normandy, live the
D-day story on the landing
beaches with the Caen
Memorial Museum’s guide!
NEW IN 2020! EUROPE OUR HISTORY.
A brand new visual and audio
experience to understand our common
European history. A 360° 19-minute
movie. It is dynamic, impressive and
moving!
NEW: EXHIBITION OF PATRICK
CHAUVEL'S COLLECTION.
Private archival funds, more than 50
years of conflicts: a priceless
photographic testimony.
Major exhibition “THE LIBERATION OF
PAINTING, 1945 - 1962”.
An ambitious exhibition dedicated to
abstract painting in Europe between
1945 and 1962 organized by the
Fondation Gandur pour l’Art and the
Caen Memorial museum till 31 January
2021. Extra charge.
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SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR ADULT GROUPS
> A day discovering the Caen Memorial and the major sites of the Normandy
Landings!
> A guide trained by our historians accompanies you on the coach for a fivehour circuit starting at the Caen Memorial, returning to the Memorial at the end.
YOUR PROGRAM
> Morning: Tour of the Caen Memorial
> Lunch: Liberté menu at the Memorial’s restaurant, Les Pommiers
> Afternoon: Guided tour of four sites in five hours on the Normandy beaches
SITES VISITED
> La Pointe du Hoc: symbol of the courage shown by Colonel Rudder’s 225
Rangers, who climbed this cliff on the morning of 6 June 1944.
> Omaha Beach: one of the deadliest beaches, “bloody Omaha”, where the
Americans landed on 6 June.
> The Colleville-sur-Mer American military cemetry. Seventy hectares (170
acres) containing the tombs of 9,387 American soldiers who died during the
Landings and the Battle of Normandy.
> Screening of the film “Normandy’s 100 days” at the Arromanches 360 circular
cinema.
Price/person inc. VAT in 2020. Fixed price for the visit to the Caen Mémorial +
lunch + guided tour of the beaches: €51.50. Supplement for a guided tour of the
Mémorial: €4
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SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR SCHOOL GROUPS
> Morning: Tour of the Caen Memorial
> Lunch: Packed lunch
> Afternoon: Guided tour* of three sites in three and a half hours on the
Normandy beaches
SITES VISITED
> Guided tour of the beaches of the Normandy Landings specially created for
your pupils.
> The German battery at Longues-sur-Mer, Omaha Beach and the Colleville
American cemetery.
> Located on a cliff overlooking the sea, the Longues-sur-Mer artillery battery
is one of the most interesting remnants of the Atlantic Wall.
> Omaha Beach and the American cemetery in Colleville provide an entry point
to the violence of the fighting on the morning of 6 June 1944 and the memory of
the Landings.
*The tour takes place in your coach (which must be equipped with a microphone), starting and ending at the Caen Memorial. A guide will accompany you.
Price: from €19/pupil (inc. VAT)

INFORMATION
+33 (0)2 31 06 06 45
www.memorial-caen.fr
resa@memorial-caen.fr
Le Mémorial de Caen
Esplanade Eisenhower
C555026
14050 Caen cedex 4
France

Bastogne War Museum
Colline du Mardasson, 5
B-6600 Bastogne
+32 (0)61/21 02 20
info@bastognewarmuseum.be
www.bastognewarmuseum.be

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM
@BASTOGNEWARMUSEUM

Avec le soutien du
Commissariat
Général au Tourisme
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